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Chapter 5 :cs across the Union, by attempting to break up nationalmonop
)lies, and enabling anti cotttrolling grid access for third parties,
llrough ;! network of nationalregulators and European institutions

;h as the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators
/\CER). We place spccialfocus on the EU's third legislative package

clips relevance for creating a single European energy market.

Building a Common Internal
Energy Market

The creation of the internalenergy marl<et
Ihe liberalization of the electricity and gas markets h.3s constituted
.score element of the EU's agenda since the late 1980s. The Council

rgued in favour of the establishment of an internalenergy market
the first time in Scpternber 1986 in a Council Resolution (86/C

!41/01) of 16 September 1986 'concerning new Community energy
I)olicy objectives for 1995 and colwergence of the policies of
the Member States', in which the Councilformulated guidelines for
il)e energy policies of the member states. These, however reflected

minimum consensus, as the member stQtes could only agree on
convergence of national policies, not on communitarization

li.e. replacing national laws with Community lawn. The White
I'.lper on the internalmarket and the Single Europe.an Act of 1987
slid not explicitly refer to energy policy. Nevertheless, they appar-

itly influenced the EU's internalenergy market project by deep-
ing market integration. In 1988, the European Clommission
;gested concrete measures for the liberalization of the electricity

nd gas markets. These were reflected in a directive aiming at
nproving the tr.lnsparcncy of gas and electricity prices charged to
idtlstrialend users (Councilof the European Comniuiiities 1990a),
mich was regarded as a prerequisite for fair competition. In addi-

tion, the Counciladopted two directives on the transit of electricity
1990c) and natural gas (19911 through grids, the latter already

[)eing subject to high]y controversial discussions. Other proposa]s
)r directives, in which the Commission called for greater openness,

were rejected by almost all member states, except for the United
Kingdom, where the liberalization of the national energy market
was already part of Nlargaret Thatcher's deregulation programme
(Andersen 2000, Schmidt 1998)

In February 1997 and August 1998, two directives concerned
with common rules for the intcrnalelectricity and naturalgas illarkets
(EP/Cotmcil1996, 1998jcame into force initiating the grade.ialliber-
alization in both sectors. As both directives wcrc based on the same

Installing a common intcrnalenergy market is of paramount impor-
t-ance to the EU and its nlcmber states. and has beell for decades.
However as of today the respective national energy mixes and
market prices still vary widely across the Union (see Chapter 2,
Section 'The three end uses of energy '). According to the European
Cormllission, a common market would facilitate low.,er consumer
prices, spark investments in vital infrastructure projects -- which in
turn would allow for easy energy transportation between the
mgmt)er states jana thus mitigate exogenous sul)ply shocks by
allowing mt.iltiple points of entry by diverse sup})hers) -- and foster
the development of afford.able substitutes and renewable forms of
energy. In essence, the Commission presents the common energy
market as a major piece of the puzzle to cure the ills of Europe's
energy malaise; one that consists of high externaldependence, the
lack of interconnectivity between a rcgionalized infrastructure, high
degrees of state involvement in energy companies, substantial
differences between energy prices in the member states, and xx,idely
divergent interpretations of how to secure supply. Thus, the internal
energy market c.lrries significant implications for I)oth of the other
energy policy dimensions (external and nlultidinlcnsional), and

nstitutes, through fair competition, a core pillar of comprehen-
sive energy sect-trity. What is the real potentialof such an internal

arket? How much c.]n it contribute to achieving the objectives of
competiveness, sustain.a [lility, .lnd st.ab]e supp]y?

'q/hen looking at Europe's diverse nationalenergy markets, one
nnot miss their heterogeneity, from the British lil)eralized version

to the rigidly and vertically integrated energy companies that domi-
nate the markets in France an(] Germany (i.e. the so-called 'national
champions'). This chapter examines the Commission's efforts to
enhance competition, ensure price transparency, and secure fair
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legislative acts (Council of the Europe-an Communities 1990c (for
electricityj; 1991 (for gash and in general followed the same inten-
tion, thor wording wds partly identical. Choosing the path of least
resistance. the Commission focused first on electricity. achieved the

essary consensus (leading to Directive 96/92/EC) and thus paved
the way for further negotiations in the gas sector (Andersen 2000).
Both the gas and electricity directives aimed at increasing 'efficiency
in the production, transmission and distribution ' while at the same
time 'reinforcing security of supply and the competitiveness of the
European economy and respecting environmental protection ' IEP/
Council 1996: 1). The legislation, which was based on two previous

ts {EP/Cot.Incil 1996, 19981, focused on grid interoperability
11996: Art. 7; 1998: Art. 5), unbundling and transparency of
accounting (1996: Art. 13-15; 1998: Art. 12--13), third-party access
1996: Art. 16--18: 1998: Art. 14--16), and the estal)lishment of an
tdependent conciliation bo.lrd (1996: Art. 20; 1998: Art. 23)

A.Ithough both directives constituted an important step towards
the creation of an internalenergy market, the Commission was not
able to realize many of its originalintentions. While the directives
stipulated concrete goals to be achieved during the years to come, it
also left roonlfor interpretation at the member-state level, a conces-
ion to the member states that had the side effect of slob-,'ing doxx,n

the establishment of an internalmarket (Pollak et al. 2010: 117). To
accelerate the process, the Commission decided in 1998 to establish
the Florence Electricity Regulatory Forum (Florence Forum 2015)
and the Gas Regulatory Forum of Madrid (Madrid Forum 2013),
to enhance consensus-building between the various actors in energy
policymaking. They t,usually meet up to twice a year to discuss issues
related to the creation of the internalmarket, bringing the Commis-
sion together with regulatory authorities, member-state govern
ments, Taos, electricity or gas traders, consumers, network users,
and power exchanges. During its meeting in Lisbon in March 2000,
the European Councildecided to push through a second legislative
pack.lge in order to speed up the lit)eralization process, resulting in
two new directives that included common rules for the internal
markets in electricity and naturalgas IEP/Counci12003b, c). Both
acts repealed their respective predecessors and marked a major step
forward in the EU's efforts to integrate its diverse energy markets

One of the kev issues of the new directives was the unbundling of
accounts by electricity and natural gas firms (EP/Council 2003b:

Art. 19; 2003c: Art. 17). Accordingly, the companies had to 'keep
;eparate accolmts for each of their transmission and distribution
activities as tllcy would be required to do if the activities in question
were carried out by separate undertakings, 'with a view to avoiding
discrimination, cross subsidisation and distortion of competition
Initially, the Commission sought oxx'nership Lull)undoing instead of
rhe mere unbundling of accounts. However due to strong opposi.
ricin, particularly from Germany and France, the 2003 directives
)eglected this issue. Both directives did address the rules for the
access of third parties to trallsmission and distribution systems,
though (EP/Council 2003b: Art. 20; 2003c: Art. 18), Thus, the
member states were obliged to ensure that third parties could access
transmission ;\nd distribution systerlls based on tariffs that would
I)e applied to allcligible customers. Furthermore, the Community's
:ompetition rules had to be satisfied, ensuring that no party is
tliscriminated against. Finally, the directives required the meme)er
;rates to establish independent regulatory authorities responsible
for securing 'effective competitior] and the efficient functioning of
rl)e market ' (EI'/Counci12003b: Art. 23; 2003c: Art. 2SI. Despite
these guidelines, however, the directives remained rather vague
:oncerning the structure of the institutions to be installed. Conse
t4uently, the regulatory authorities in the member states differed
w ith regard to their organization and regulatory practice. Xloreovet
personal relationships between energy companies, politicians, and
member-state authorities continued to hinder the strict implemcnta
lion of the Commission's targets.

The two directives were complenlentcd by Regulation 1228/2003,
which specified the 'conditions for access to the network for cross.
[)order exchanges in c]ectricity ' (EP/Counci] 2003). ]n order to
enhance st.tch exchanges, the regulation included five principles,
summarized by the Energy Community (2014) as follows:

Transmission system operators must be compensated for costs
incurred as a result of hosting cross-border flows of electricity on
their networks. This is a prerequisite for an open, competitive
market.

2. Non-discriminatory and transparent tariffs for access to networks
must be set to reflect payments and receipts resulting from comp-
ensation between transmission system operators. This is
precondition for effective competition in the internalmarket.
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3. In cases of network congestion, the allocation of cross-border
capacities shall be addressed vt'ith non-discriminatory, market
I)ascd solutions to give efficient signals to market participants
nd tr.ansmission system operators.

4. Different safety, operational and planning standards used by
nationaltransmission system operators should be harmonized in
order to avoid distortion of competition.

5. Publication of relevant data for the market participants to elim-
n.lte asymmetries in information.

for that purpose. The Commission may in particular request the
ldertakings or associations of tmdertakings concerned to

tint.it)icate to it allagreements. decisions and concerted pram
tides. ICotmcilof the European Union 2003b, Art. 17)

I'he Commission has exercised this right, such as in 2005, and
:onducted a comprehensive investig;\bon into the energy sector. In
its report, the DG Competition concluded that the energy sector

as plagued with areas where competition was not functioning
.\.erland needed to be acldressec+ rapidly 'in order for liberalisation

I)ear fruit ' IEuropcan Commission 20071: 41. Specifically, it char-
:terized m.lny men)ber states' markets as having high levels of
onccntration, cartel-like agreements, and inadequ.ate unbundling
}f rletwork and supply. Tt also identified insufficient or unavailable
:ross-border capacity, and thus insufficient naarkct integration, and

:flack of or delayed investment, as well as increases in gas and
lectricity wholesale prices that could not be explained in terms of

higher costs. European Commissioner for Competition Policy
Nellie Kroes sumrn nzed these points in .January 2007, empha-
lsing that '[.. .] more than a decade after havmS ]aunchcd the dri\ e

for liberalization, we are stillfar from having a single, competitive
and well-functioning European energy market ' (Kroes 20071. She
went on to announce further measures aimed at remedying the situ.
anon, zlmong which were not only the rigorous application of
:ompetition law and the strict surveillance of the correct imple
nentation of the second legislative package but .also the recasting
)f existing regulations (European Commission 2007d). Conse-
quently, on 19 September 2007, the Commission adopted a
comprehensive third package of legislative proposals (European
Cotnmission 2007e--i). Similar to the previous ones, these also
aimed at realizing competitiveness, sustainability, and supply sccu
rity lthe three pillars of comprehensive energy security) in the dec.
trinity and gas markct.

[n .January 2009, [hc Counci]adopted a position on the Commie
sion's proposal. Tt took only t'tvo months for the Parliament .and the
Cot,molto agree on a common position. The EI' formally adopted
it in April. followed bl ' the CnLmcil in .June. It was then published

rhe Official.Journalon 14 August 2009 (EP/Counci12009a--b,
f.h) and came into force in September. The most important (and
]lost controversiall aspects of that legislation can be captured by

the words 'unbundling ' and 'third-party access', and its immediate

Despite member-states' obligation to implement Directives 2003/54/
EC and 2003/s5/lc bl ' tju1} 2004, progress was slow and Incom
plete. Tn November 2005, the Commission criticized scveralmember
rates, including Spain, Luxembourg, Greece, Estonia, Portugal,

anti Ireland, for only minimally implementing the directives and
that their electricity and gas markets were stillprim.arily orgarlizcd
by the statc.

As a consequence, price differences beth,een the member states
persisted and cross-l)order trade of electricity and gas rem.lined
limited. .lust a tew, big nate)nalplal'ers continued to dominate [he
market, and they had no interest in informing their customers about
how to switch to competing energy suppliers. Although major
enterprises increasingly tended to choose their energy provider
according to the best cost-benefit ratio, small companies and
private households mostly stayed with the same con)pony without
comp.firing energy prices. Therefore, there was virtually no incen
five for new businesses to enter the market. [)cspite two ]egis]ative
packages, the member states achieved only uneven progress and
almost no meaningfulcompetition (European Commission 2007c).

The third legislative pacl<age
When competition cannot be guaranteed in one or severalsectors:
the Commission has the right to inquire about its causes. In ter:
of realizing the internalgas and electricity market, Council Regula-
tion 1/2003/EC lays down specifically:

In the course of that inquiry, the Clomnltssion may request the
undertakings or associations of tmdertakings concerned to
supply the information necessary for giving effect to Articles 81
and 82 of the Treaty and may carry ouT any inspections necessary
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effect observed in the establishment of the Agency for the Coopera-
tion of Energy Regulators PACER)

The right of the EU to impel national companies to tulbundle
some aspect of their business is rooted in EU competition law and?
n numerous occasions, the Commission successfully compelled

companies to sell shares and, thus, unbundle their activities
ISchumann 20031. The unbundling of vertically integrated compa-
nies was already discussed by the member states during the negotia-
tions on the second energy package. Although some progress was
reached during those negotiations, the Commission saw potential
for optimization. The compromise negotiated between the Council
and the EP in 2009 offered three options for the companies in the
member states. The first was ownership unbtmdling .]s already
proposed by the European Commission in 2007. The second
suggested setting up an independent system operator miSO), and the
third included the introduction of an independent transmission
operator jITOI. The ISO option implies that companies retain the
wncrship of their transmission net'tvorks, but that the independent

system operator controls the day-to-day management. The third
option, the ITO model, was based on a proposalmade by Germany?
France. and six other member states -- governments that would
have been able to block any decision in the Council. Their position
was duly reflected in the finaldirective. As EurActiv (2009jreported,
They obtained the right for former state monopolies -- such as EDF
and GDF in Fr.ance and E.ON and RWE in Germany -- to retain
ownership of their gas and electricity grids, provided that they .]re
subjected to outside supervision '. The selection of the ITO option
exemplifies the significance of state actors in the EU energy policy
process (see Chapter 4), Yet they were not the only actors to
raise obstacles.

Both of {he EU sector associations representing the electricity
IEURELECTR]C) and gas (Et.irogasjindustries shared, in principle,
the Commission's preference for o'tvnership unbundling. Hlowever,
EURELECTRIC raised its concerns about the introduction of
further legal rules. They argued that the current legal framework
\x.as sufficient for creating a healthy internalenergy market and that
the Commission should, instead, ensure that Directive 2003/54/EC
was implemented correctly in the member states. Specifically, they
noted. 'The Directive has found the correct balance, allowing

companies to retain ownership of their networks while putting in
place strict rules to enstlre the independence of network operators

in relation to the networks they operate, maintain or develop:
IEURELECTRIC 2007: t91. Eurogas shared the perspective that
further unbundling would overburden the industry and therefore
lpported the argument raised t)y EURELECTRIC that the

implementation of existing legislation should be the top priority
IEurogas 2006: 2)

The concerns raised by the sector associations reveal the trans
dimensional nature of what at first glance looks to be a primarily
nternal dimension problem, but in practice also involves the
:xternal dimension. At the time, the discussions on third-party
:ceos centred on the role of powerfulnon-EU energy companies in

the EU market. Expert opinions on the issue ranged from complctcly
prohibiting entrepreneurial activities of non-EU businesses in this
rca to a positive evaluation of the capitalsuch companies invest in

the EU market. According to the Tllird Energy I'ackage, the national
regulatory authorities are responsible for certification, which c.]n be
denied xn,'hen a company clogs not fulfi! the EU requirements
oncerning unbundling or threatens the member state's or the

Union's energy supply security. Before a decision is made, however
the NRAs have to notify the Commission and seek its opinion on
the specific case. One implication of these new rules is the dispute
[)et'th,,een the EU and Russia's Gazprom over unbund]ing in regard
to the South Stream gas pipeline. As recently as April 2014,
Gazprom was sti]] tangling with the EU over its laws that ban
suppliers from owning transit facilities (e.g. pipelines), claiming
that such rules violate international rules (World Trade Organiz
[tion 2014). In December 2014, the Russian President Putin and

Gazprom CEO stiller announced a stop to the pipeline, citing EU
regulations that placed unacceptable terms on the pipeline project.

Finally, the third issue dominating negotiations was Regulation
IEC) No 713/2009 on establishing the Agency for the Cooperation
)f Energy Regulators PACER) that was adopted to coordinate and
:omp]ement the work of the national regulatory authorities. ACER
was ofhcially launched in Nlarch 2011. Its primary focus has been
the development of EU-wide market rules. The agency was estab-
lished on the basis of the already existing structures and functions
)f the European Regulators' Group for Electricity and Gas
(ERGEG). The Commission repeatedly expressed its concerns
about the ERGEG's progress, which had 'not resulted in the real
pt,ish towards the development of common standards and
approaches that is necessary to make cross-border trade and the
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development of first regional markets, and ultimately a European
energy market a reality ' (European Commission 2007i: 9--10). The
Commission especially criticized the consensual approach domi-
nating the work within ERGEG, which required 'the agreement of
27 regulators and more than 30 transmission system operators to
each agreement '. This 'led to a number of non-binding codes and
efforts to reach agreement on cojnmon approaches through
gradualconvergence" but has not lead to real decisions on the

difficult issues that now need to be taken ' (ibid: 10). Thus, ACER
was endowed with comprehensive competences

Similarly, the national regulatory authorities were strengthened
order to emphasize the relevance of indc})indent institutions in a

sector traditionally dominated by state decisions. Together, these
moves served to 'guar.lntee the independence of the regulatory
authority ' and 'ensure that it exercises its powers impartially and
transparently' (EP/Counci120091)). The NRAs now cooperate with
each other (and other authorities at the member-state level),
providing insight into the relevant data. As the Commission nou'
also plays an important role in steering the inform.ltion exchange
and can adopt guidelines determining the degree of cooperation,
the third legislative package not only brought Europe closer to real
izing its internaletlergy market but also strengthened the Commis
sion's oversight of matters previously relegated solely to the member
states and the extcrnaldimension.

Further elenicnts of the third legislative })ackage worth
mentioning include the expansion of cooperation between trans-

ission system operators and the establishment of both the
European Network of Transmission System Operators for Gas
(ENTSO-G) and the European Nettx'ork of Transmission System
Operators for Electricity IENTSO-E). The latter haclalready been
established in 2008 with the primary tasks to ensure that tile dec
trinity transmission network operates in a secure and reliable way,
to promote investments, and to facilitate the interconnection of the
European grid. The form.llization of ENTSO in the third legislative
package constitutes an upgrading of existing informal structures
ind, thus, a type of 'regulated self-rego,nation ' IBerg 2001; Schulz
and Held 2004).

Finally, in an indisputable act of consumer em-ancipation, the
legislation strengthened both consumer protection and rights
European gas and electricity consumers are now guaranteed the
right to rcceive a detailed overview of their consumption and

possess the right to switch suppliers with only three weeks' notice.
While such changes may seem trivialin relation to the grander tasks
if unbundling the accounts of cncrgy providers and distinguishing

t)envccn distribution and transmission networks (t.argeted already
the first legislative p.ackage), they achieved a harmonization of

:onsumer rights across the Union that provide a key component
I)oth for further integration of Europe's unified internal energy
tnarket, anclevcn a prospective Energy Union, as welles the dissem
ination of EU energy law I)eyoncl its borders through the Energy
(:ommunity (see Chapter 7).

The single energy market: Current state and
challenges ahead
Despite a few notable steps towards an internal energy market,
ncluding the third legislative package, the EU stillhas a long 'bvay
to go. Domestic Ttlarket ch.lracteristics and prices stillvary consid.
erably between the member states, and substantial gaps in the
Union's energy infrastructure limit the ability of the member states
to rapidly respond to shortages or interruptions. &loreover, while

)st mcml)er states export some quantity of electricity annually
IFigurc .S.I), they also import large volumes of electricity (Figure 5.21

td naturalgas (Figure 5.3).
In the electricity sectors for example, rather than operating a

ngle Union-wide grid linking suppliers to consumers, the EU
operates 28 national grids. These are divided into five regional
groups (ColitinentaIEurope, Ireland, United Kingdom, Nordic, and
Baltic) and two voluntary RegionaIGroups INorthern Europe and
Isolated Systems), which arc coordinated by The European Network
)f Tr.)nsmission System Oper.It:ors for Electricity (ENTSO-E)

Despite the grid's complcxity, the mechanism of energy demand and
supply rcnlain in place: blower stations feed the amount of elec-
tricity demanded by consumers into the grid. Because national
electricity demand swings daily, generators export or import
surpluses at prices that have ranged from between €29 and €60 pcr
megawatt-hour between 2010 and 2013, depending on the regional
market (European Commission 2013p). In 2013, for example,
;lightly morc than 1.2 thousand TWh were tr.med on the Lcipzig-
I)ascd European Energy Exchange's (EEXI Power Derivatives
blarket alone (EEX 2014), a figure that must be understood as only
part of the overalltrade in electricity, since much of it is traded over
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Figure 5.1 E/ecfl"icify exports rTWb, 201Z2) F\Bute S.2 Electricity iTnports {TWb, 2012)
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the counter and based on reciprocal trades. The amount of elec-
tricity traded varies between the member states, but seen in the
context of the global electricity trade, the amounts are massive.

Germany exported 66.6 TWh in 2012, which was slightly more
than double the amount exported by Sxx,eden j31.28 TWh) and
almost ten times as much as Belgium 16.9ii TWhl, and more than
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F\Bute S.3 Gas imports (millions of teraloules} substantialamount of renewables that are by their nature uneven in
their delivery (see Chapter 2, Section 'Stop'age, pr'edictab//if)4 c7/zd
ze.q{7fiuf eater/ztz//t;es'), German generators have to produce more
lectricity th.an thcy need nationally to stabilize the grid, creating
lrpluscs that either have to be consumed or sold. This in turn

.depresses prices that hit the bottom line of generators. In the long
the cycle of declining wholesale electricity prices runs the

danger of either pricing renewables out of the market or forcing
genes.ators to cut back on f)roduction, neither of which will help the
EU achieve its stated goalof comprehensive energy security.

Meanvt'hilo in the ' gas market, indigenous F.U production jlS9
I)cmjaccounted for the largest single source of gas for EU customers

2012, making up almost a third of totalsupplies IEurogas 2013:
6). Most of the pro(traction was consumed directly by the producing
member states. However, the Netherlands exported substantial

punts to its fellow EU members; and others. such .]s Austria anti
Slovakia, re-exported large volumes of Russian gas. According to
rhe TnternationalEncrgy Agency (2013a: 13), the NetherlaJlds was
the eighth largest nct cxl)order of gals worldwide in 2012, xx'hide the
[iU's ]argcst sing]e supplier, Russia, ]ed the wor]d with 185 bcm in
her exports, with Qatar { 120 bcmjand Norw:ty 1109 bclntnot far
I)ehind. It is total)le that three of the top hvc globalexporters of
naturalgas, which totalled 342 bcm in 2012, accotmted for 54% of
the EU's net n.aturalgas supplies of circa 470 bcm that same year
IEurogas 2013: 6)

Energy naarkcts within the EU not only vary concerning their
'xport and import structures; they also vary with regard to energy

prices. For example, in 2013, average annual electricity prices
(including taxes) for dost households ranged from circa 0.09 €/
kWh in Bulgaria to almost 0.30 €/kWh in Denmark jsee Figure 2.11
while gas prices for households, which averaged circa 0.07 €/kWh,
ranged from lust under 0.3 €/kWh in Romania and slightly above
0.12 €/kWh in Sweden (see Figure 2.2)

In contrast to what the Commission expected from the establish
It of the internalmarkct, electricity prices paid by companies and

households have actually increased over the last 20 years. As recently
as January ' 2014, the Commission was stillnrguing that 'jal fully
integrated and competitive energy market cou]c] result in cost savings
)f benveerl €40-70 billion up to 2030' IEuropcan Commission 2014:

91. Accor,rating for the disparity between its expectations and reality,
the Commission I)lamed, among others, high national taxes, fuel
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Canada IS7.97 TWh), Russia j19.14 TWh), or the United States
j12 T'Whl.

Looking at the electricity exports of Germany, one can also see
the uneven penetration of rcncw,ables. As Germ.lny generates
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:oats, limited competition, and state intervention) for the price rise.
Rising energy costs were among the items discussed by the 160 stake-
holders participating at the Berlin Energy Forum in February 2014
(European Commission 2014n). Given that the purpose of the forum
was to gain input from stakeholders in order to debate the energy
sector objectives up to 2050, it was not surprising that its partici-
pants found that the best response was to coherently apply internal
llaarket rules, provide stable investment conditions, and to diversify
energy sources. While such recommendations fit EU stakeholder
strategy, it is unlikely we willsee a levelling of energy prices across
the member states any time soon. Indeed, energy prices are increasing
uniformly across all member states (European Commission 2014f).
While this may not fit neatly with the Commission's plans, it at least
indicates that the European energy m.arkets are moving in unison.

As outlined at the beginning of this chapter, the Commission
expected that the internal energy market would not only result in
lo-.ver consumer prices, but also attract higher invcstnlents in infra-
structure projects. The maintenance and expansion of grid and
generation infrastructure is essential for the proper functioning of
national economies and the provision of appropriate living con-
ditions for the member states' citizens. The international energy
crises of the last decades, especially the gas dispute between Russia
and Ukraine, renewed public awareness of the urgent need to invest
in cross-border infrastructure to secure energy supplies, particularly
in times of supply disruptions. N'lodcrnizing cross-border infra-
structure thus quickly [)ecamc a major issue on the po]itica]agenda.

In April 2013, the EU identihed several high-priority trans-
European infrastructure projects in the areas of gas and electricity,
which it expected would ease transportation, mitigate exogenous
supply shocks, and increase competition between energy producers
and suppliers (EP/Counci12013a). Among these were the North Seas
Offshore Electricity Grid (NSOG), the Southern Gas Corridor
(SGC), the Baltic Energy Market Interconnection Plan in gas ('BEX'llP
Gas'l, two additionaINorth-South interconnections (respectively, in
'U/extern Europe (NSt West Electricity and NSI West Gash and
Central-Eastern and South-Eastern Europe ANSI East Electricity and
NSI East Gas)I, and the Baltic Energy M.lrket Interconnection Plan
in electricity I'BEMIP Electricity '). Supl)ortcrs of cxpanding the EU's
energy infrastructure note that adding cross-border interconnections
willenhance reliability and thus security of supply, increase competi-
tion, facilitate increased exchange, a nd maximize the use of profitable

locations to generate electricity and import gas. One b.3cker, Spanish
Secretary of State for Energy Alberto NadaIBelda, argued that such
nterconnections are crucial for the Internal Energy N/market and a

true addeclv-flue for the interests of the EU's industry sector ' IEuro
Dean Commission 2014d: 12--13).

Political support notwithstanding, building these interconnec
)ns willbc expensive, and despite its steadfast support for market

iberalization, the Commission apparently doubts that the market
ill be able to deliver the fullamount of the required investments

due to 'difficult access to finance and lack of adequate risk min
;citing instruments' (European Comrlaission 2011i: 11). Based on a

2011 estimate that the upgrades required to meet its prolectcd
needs and goals could cost upwards of €1 trillion by 2020, a fifth of
,mich alone would be required to modernize existing transmission

networks, the Commission confirmed in 2012 that 'although invest
[llent is being made in allsectors, it is not reaching the rate needed
to meet the policy ambitions' IEuropean Commission 2012d: 41. In
October 2013, the Commission adopted a list of 248 projects of

interest IPCI), which had been selected by twelve regional
groups according to the guidelines for trans-European energy infra
;tructure (TEN-EI. In order to be included in this list, a project has
to contribute to market integration, competition, energy supply

:ity, or the reduction of industrial emissions in at least two
member states. Although the Commission does offer financial
support to projects that have been labelled as 'projects of common
tterests' (PCI) through its €5.85 billion Connecting Europe Facility

(CEF), obstacles to private investment continue to hamper progress.
An analysis of existing and plataned EU gas and electricity infra-
;tructurc capacity indicates that renewed impulse at the European
level will be required to secure increased investments in energy

tfrastructure in the future (Table 5.1)- it seems clear that more will
have to be clone to overcome investment barriers in the member
states. In what no'w aluounts to a prudent act of foresight, the
Commission had already begun to address that point in 20]0 by
proposing to establish a framework for the exchange of data and
information on energy infrastructure projects based on Cotmcil
Regulation 617/2010 IEP/CoLmci12010b), -and passed a new regu
lotion replacing the former in February 2014 IEP/Counci12014>.

The limited progress made on the infrastructure front is indict
five of the difficulties faced by the Commission in matching its goals
of concurrently achieving a functioning internal energy market
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I)ased on liberal principles with the realities of national interests
and private sector investment strategies. Part of the problem remains
;tate involvement in energy companies, tradition.ally considered an
.bstacle to the proper functioning of the internal energy lalarket.

However, even the Commission admits that a certain degree of state
ntervention may be necessary to achieve its goals. Although princi-

pally cautious al)out state intervention, the Commission now recog-
izes that in sonIC sectors, such as renexx'ables. state aid mav be

provided at the national, regional, or locallevel so long as it is
well-designed and properly coordinated at the EU level (European
Commission 20t3j)

Faced with increasing efforts by some member states to offer far-
reaching public support for investments in modern generation
:apacity, the Commission ;lnnotmced its intention to adopt new
;uidelines on erlvironmentaltlnd energy aid for 2014--2020(2013k).
following a two-month public consultation that began in mid-
December 2013, the Commission issued a Communication in .June
2014 that, alongside accentuating its comnlitnlent to support cross-
I)orclcr energy infrastructure projects, represented significant
oinpromises. For example, arguing that its goalwas to promote 'a
;radual move to market-based support for renewable energy ', it
recommended introducing a competitive bidding process for public
support and feed-in premiums to replace fcccl-in tariffs in order to
gradually cx})ose renewables to market signals. It also accepted the
right of states to provide public funding in cases where there is a risk
f insufhcient electricity generation capacity and proposed to

simplify procedures to support projects and companies in the fields
)f energy .3nd the environment (Europe.3n Commission 2014il.

While not abandoning its long held principle ofliberalizing Europe's
diverse energy m.arkets, such steps seem to represent a certain degree
)f prudent backtracking, a reality check of sorts for the concomi

t3Tlce of the three pillars of comprehensive energy sect,trity.
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Concluding remarks
The EU's internalenergy market policies have orlly been partially
successful. Although considerable institutional and procedural
reforms were introduced, their scope and implementation at the
nationallevelremains insufficient. The failure to enforce ox-.'nership
unbundling to guar.antee grid indcpclldcnce instead of a merc legal
unbundling is only one example. N'limber states are stilllagging
behind on the implementation of EU legislation. In a November
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20 12 (:ommunication. the Commission criticized the member states

IS t)bing 'slow in adjusting their national legislation ' and often
pursuing 'inward-looking or nationally inspired policies', both of
which hampered the effectiveness of the adopted policy measures
IEuropean Commission 2012d). Nevertheless, the European
Councildecided to sct 2014 as the deadline for the fullcompletion
)f the internalgas and electricity markets(European Counci12011).
In February 2014, the Commission announced an important mile-
stone in that pursuit 'tvhen electricity grid operators .3nd power
exchanges from 14 EU member states (Belgium, Denmark, Estonia,
Finland, France, Germany, Austria, UK, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxem-
bourg, the Netherlands, Poland, and Sweden) joined Norway in
inaugurating a pilot project for one-day-ahead market coupling
IEuropean Commission 2014e) and, as of May 2014, the Colnmis.
dion was working on .] regulation to make the practice of market
coupling binding for all member states. Such efforts notwith-
standing, the EU in mid-2014 stilllacked the fully integrated elec-
tricity and gas markets that it deems vitalto a functioning internal
energy market; and it remains to be seen whether those markets will
deliver the expected results when they ultimately come to fruition.

Chapter 6

Climate Change, Energy
Efficiency, and the Quest to
Expand the Use of Renewable
Energy Sources

In recent years, the Commission increasingly emphasized the
tportance of finding 'cost-efficient ways to make the European

:conomy more climate-friendly and less energy-consuming ' (Euro-
I)ean Commission 2015a). To that end, responsibility for all
:limate-related topics previously held by the DG for Environment
bias assigned in Fetlrtiary 2010 to a DG for Climate Action. In
2014, Connie Hedegaard, then Commissioner for Climate Action,
voted that the ambition of the EU member states in realizing these

targets should serve as a motivation for other countries to similarly
im for environment-friendly economic growth (Hedegaard 2014).

lledegaard's comments are indicative of how climate actions stand
t the crossroads of internaland externalpolicymaking. It is internal

insofar as it relates to the regulation of energy efficiency standards
and the promotion of renew.able energy forms in the EU. The
external dimension applies to the EU's international obligations
nd its claim to fame as a united political force on the world stage.

The EU's externalclimate policy agenda was clearly driven by the
entry into force of the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) in March 1994 (Oberthilr and Palle
maerts 2010). The Convention 'sets an overallframework for inter-
governmental efforts to tackle the challenge posed by climate
change ' (UNFCCC 1994jand has since been ratified by 195 coun-
tries (UNFCCC 2015). We identified climate change policies as
niultidimensional jsee Chapter 1) precisely because the goals set
within its context are unachievable without specific internalregula
tions, particularly increases in efficiency, reductions in the usc of
carbon-intensive fuels, and international reciprocity.
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